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CHAPTER 1 
!he biological sciences provide .a conceptual base for 
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nura1n.g. Oonsequent17, courses in anatomy, physiology, micro- !j 
il 
chem1str;y and ph3'sios are important 1n the pruparation !! biology-, 
of a nurse. The person who is responsible for teaching the 
i ~ 
:· 
: student to apply scientific into:rmat1on to nursing situations il 
'· '! 
i: is the clinical 1nstruotor.1 In view ot this it would be in- II I ,, 
terest1ng to know to what extent the clinical instructor is abl~j 
to apply sc1ent1tio 1n1'orm.ation and how much scientific know- il 
!J !: 
ledge she actuall7 possesses. A test which included sevent,y•fi~ 
I' questions on scientific knoYledge and seventy-five questions on 11 
the application of this knowledge was used to provide the answeri 
H to the above questions. ji 
d j! 
j! 
'I I li 
·I The problem of this atud7 was to compare the scores of li 
a sample of clinical instructors obtained on. the National LeagueiJ 
n 
·I 
tor Nursing Natur!f §cirmst• 1n JursJ;ng te§:t vi th the standard- li 
i 
!I 
II 
II 
ized scores of students. 
II 
jl Nursing is based on the facta of the physical and bio- 11 
!I logical sciences whioh oonaiata of anatomy, pbys1ology, ohem!st~, 
Jensen, Deborah, Ht1p.iq!Q ~~~~~:9.1 ap.d Itp In tegrat1on 1n 
the Ourr1o um, P• 
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il 
li 
physics and microbiology. The transfer of theoretical scien• 
tific information to the functional operation of administering 
sate and effective nursing care is a very important phase in 
student learning. The effectiveness of student learning is 
dependent upon the proper reinforcement and application of soien• 
tific information to nursing care. Heidgerken2 expresses the 
opinion that "transfer of learning seldom takes place automat-
ically. It must be planned for and worked at continuously. The 
student must apply continuously the principles that she learns in 
the classroom to the nursing care of the patients. '1 
In most schools of nursing, the responsibility for the 
•pplication of scientific information to nursing care is de-
legated to the clinical instructor. The teaching done by the 
clinical instructors influences the quality of learning that 
~ocurs during the students' clinical experience. If the olin-
~oal instructor is unaware of or misinformed about scientific 
~nformation, poor and erroneous teaching takes place in the 
•reas where this information should be related to nursing. 
The writer could find no studies that measure the olin-
leal instructors' knowledge and ability to apply the biological 
•ciences to nursing care. Because of the important role that the 
elinical instructor plays in the application of scientific know• 
ledge to nursing care, the writer felt that it would be inter-
' 
.sting to evaluate a group of instructors on t~eir performance on 
:H~idgerken, Loretta E., Teaching in Schools o! Nursing, p. 101, 
1946 • 
.. 
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an available standardized test 1n the areas of scientific know-
ledge and its application. 
So2Pt !SA L&l1tat&oaa 
There are certain limitations in this study which the 
writer recognizes. These are as follows: 
1. 
s. 
the sample is not a random sampling. the number of 
instructors in the sample is limited to thirty-five 
and the geographical area is limited to Boston and 
New Bedford. Because of these limitations, the 
findings of this study cannot be generalized. 
The knowledge and abilitJ possessed by the clinical 
instructors to apply scientific information was 
tested by a p:per and pencil test and not in 
practice. 
the N!~al Spienc~ 1n~•tts tl;t was designed 
to tesli&lo nura g .,~ens an not instructors. 
The test was limited to seventy-five items of know• 
ledge 1n anatomy, phyaiologr, chemistry, micro-
biology and physics; and seventy-five items ot the 
application of these sciences to nursing care. 
Scores to determine the knowledge and application 
ot each science sub3ect were not available. Only 
scores tor the total test, the application section 
and the knowledge section were available. 
freyiey S: Meth94Qlpgr 
Published material was read and the lt$ural §oience1 a& 
li£'~8 f•ll3 was the only tool found designed to test sc1ent1t.1e 
knowledge and its application to nursing. The test has been 
adopted b7 the National League for Nursing and the reliability 
and validity ot the test have been established tor nursing 
students. 
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The test was administered to thirty-five clinical 
instructors who were employed by five hospital schools of 
nursing.. The completed answer sheets were returned to the 
National League for Nursing to be machine corrected. Subse-
quently. the scores were received and statistical inferences 
were drawn from the data. 
In chapter two are found the review of literature and 
statement of hypothesis. Chapter three contains the details of 
the methods used. The data are analyzed in chapter four and 
. chapter five summarizes the study and includes the conclusions 
and recommendations. 
OHAPTER II 
.. Rev;er st. L1temture 
In 1920, Claytonl proposed that nurses needed knowledge . 
of physiology and bacteriology which was to be applied to 
specific nursing situations. Subsequently, the Curriculum 
Oommittee2 also strongly recommended that the nurses be 
thoroughly familiar with microbiology and its application to 
.nursing care. They justified this recommendation with the 
rationale that in order for the nurse "to maintain a sanitary 
environment for the patients' carry out nursing procedures 
safelyJ and assist in the protection /of their health,"3 she had 
4 to know microbiological facts. Brown • s study in 1947 gave 
further recognition to the fact that 1n order to perform nurs-
ing duties, a nurse need.Uto have considerable knowledge of the 
physical and biological sciences. 
2 
Committee on the Curriculum of the National League for NUrsing 
Education, Qurr~oMlum GMide, p. 158, 1937. 
3 
Ibid. 
~4 
Brown, Esther, "Professional Education for Nursing of the 
Future. H fhf MlfF1QNl Jpmll Q' J!l;!l!iPg, 46t822•823t 
December !947. 
Harmer and Henderson5 and ~ragden and Emerson6 continued 
to stress the need for adequate preparation 1n the biological 
sciences, and Brown7 justified the teaching of sciences in a 
nursing program. 
Reverend Henle8 said that in order to practice nursing, 
the nurse must acquire a range of skills, techniques, under-
standings and knowledge which require both experience and formal 
instruction. According to Reverend Henle9 an accumulation of 
.scientific facts give an explanation and an understanding to 
'nursing activities. He specified that 
"the person who has the least understanding of an 
activity is the one who must be taught to perform 
it as a rigid unvarying sequence of steps; Do A, 
then do B, then do o, never vary the formula. To 
be able to decide in a special case to do A and B 
buf0not o, one must decide why 0 normally follows B. 
Courses in the biological sciences enable the student ~ 
clinical instructor to understand at a higher level the aotivi-
6 
7 
Harmer, B•t~and Henderson, Virginia, Taxtbook of taa Principle& 
o{ Nure~. P• 30, 1955. 
Bragdon, Jane and Emerson, Charles• jssgati .. l ot lfd&o1ne, 
P• 50, 1953. 
Brown, Amy Frances, QHtr1QU~um Rsve•2Rmf~, p. 312, 1960. 
,8 
Reverend Henle, Robert, .. Liberal Education: A Basis for 
Nursing," Mv.rg1ae; QJ.ll12Pi• Vol. 9, March 1961, P• 162. 
,g 
Ibid., p. 162. 
10 
Ibid,., P• 162. 
ties of nursing care. "To achieve thia,n Reverend Henle11 
states, "the nursing courses themselves must be so taught as to 
make use of the students' general knowledge. 'Transfer of 
training' takes place indeed but generally only to the extent 
that good teachers stimulate it, 1nduoe it, see what happens." 
The instructor therefore, must have background knowledge in 
order "to exploit to the full the students• educational back-
ground." 
Nordmark and Rohwede;-2 found that the usual pattern of 
teaching the sciences to nursing students was to teach them be• 
tore the student had her clinical experience. A supposed ad· 
vantage of this methodologr was that the student came to the 
clinical instructor possessing the facts of physiology and 
anatomy, ohem1st17, physics, and microbiology. However, Nord-
mark and Rohwederl3 stated that this method did not function at 
times because " ••• clinical instructors mq be weak in their own 
science content causing difficulty 1n ~e integration of sciences 
into the teaching of nursing ••• " They also said that difficulty 
may occur beoausz the clinical instructor might be unaware of 
how much soienti:fio content or what specif'io scientific content 
the student had before her clinical experience. 
Ibid,., P• 162. 
'12 
Nordmark, Madelyn, and Rohweder, Anne, So!!QPI fr!po*p*es 
Applied to Nursing, P• 29, 1959. 
13 
Ibid.- P• 29.-
Bixler and Bixler14 recommended that u ••• al.l who are 
preparing to be clinical instructors should have a better orien• 
tation to the soientific principles underlying clinical oonten~• 
They make the forecast that "todays best qualified clinical 
instructor pwomises to be tomorrow's teacher of nursing 
soienoe."15 
Jrown16 shows $peoial concern for the diploma graduate 
because this nurse was given a less adequate background in the 
· sciences than the nurse who graduated from the collegiate pro-
gram. She stressed the fact that the product of the diploma 
program, because of this inadequacy vas "handicapped in under-
standing the olinioal courses; solving problems related to 
scientific faotsJ and functioning at the professional level."l7 
Brownl8 questioned whether the nurse with a diploma from a three 
year school of nursing and a supplementary background in a 
baccalaureate program, had an adequate education in the bio-
logical sciences. She expressed the opinion that ha supple-
mentary program 1n nursing could never bring its products to the 
level of graduates of a basic collegiate program unless they had 
an equivalent background in the ph7sioal and biological sci• 
15 
»ix1er, Genevieve, and Bixler, R~, "The Professional Status 
of Nursing, ••Tbt Amt{~f§! Jou.;m_. gf t[ur!iJlii, 59:1142-
1147, p. 1143, ugus 9. 
. Ibid., P• 1142. 
16 
. Brown, Amy Frances, 2lllilC:alu,m Deul9Jment, p. 313, 1960. 
il7 
.· :Brown, Amy Frances, op, o~tu P• 313. 
:~8Ibid •.t P_• 79! "· 
-a-
ences,"19 
1~se20 criticized clinical instructors 1n typically 
traditional schools. In her opinion; they directed students 
toward what to think and what to do and seldom provided the 
opportunity for thinking in terms of scientific ltnowledge. 
:Heidgerken21 said that the instructors frequently concerned 
them1elves only with the objectives relating to abilities and 
motor skills. The clinical instructor taught the motor skills 
of nursing procedures without heeding the fact that in order to 
develop a skill, the student needed to understand the underly• 
~ng scientific knowledge. Heidgerken22 referred to this type 
of teaching as a " ••• step 1 2 3 training 1n techniques without 
understanding the basic principles involved ••• " 
»ttes at Hrpotae•l! 
It is the writer's observation that the ol1n1oal 1n· 
etruotors 1n three-year schools of nursing are more inclined to 
tocus attention on the techniques of procedures rather than on 
scientific theory underlying nursing activities. The student 
is oriented by the clinical instructor toward achieving tmme-
19 
Ibid,• P• 79, 
20 
Muse, l-1aude, g_y.141nc; ktamlae: Exl?!E3.sasts, p. 77, 1950. 
21 
;. He1dgerken, Loretta, 1'tiQhine; in §agols Qif.' Nurs1ns, p. 73, 
1946, 
22 
Heidgerken. Loretta, 2R• g~., P• 73. 
diate goals. Her clinical experiences nre geared toward the 
achievement of practical aims rather than toward the aim o! 
, underatand1ng. This type of education does not foster the use 
of the students• background 1n anatomy, physiology, microbiology, 
chemistry and physics. 
The student experiences transfer of learning only to the 
extent that the clinical instructor is able to stimulate the 
student to integrate anato-r, physiology, chemistry, microbial~ 
and physics with nursing care. The writer believes that perhaps 
the misapplied focus of attention on procedures rat~cr than on 
underlying scientific knowledge is due to a limited scientific 
background on the part of the clinical instructor. 
lllpotjepis 
The mean achieved by ol1n1oal instructors in the Nation-
al League for Nursing Na;tw;:Jl Scien2~H! i¢1 nu.rsinea Test is no 
higher than that achieved by the student nurses. 
CHAPTER III 
§election !D4 Deao£1Rt1gn at S!lple 
The subjects chosen for this study were registered 
nurses who were employed as clinical instructors in three-year 
hospital schools of nursing. In order to achieve optimal co-
operation. the sub~eots were ask.ed to volunteer. Thirty-five 
clinical instructors .from f1 ve hosp1 tal schools of nursing in 
· Boston and New Bedford volunteered to participate in this study~. 
TpQll 1UA l2 QelaJrtQl Data 
The tool chosen to collect data for this study was the 
National League for Nursing Jaju~ Sg1~Qgts tn Nutains Tegt. 
This is a comprehensive test designed to measure the degre3 of 
knowledge in the biological and plJ7sical sciences which nursing 
students possess and the extent to which they are able to apply 
this knowledge to nursing s1 tuat1ons. 
The test consists ot 150 items concerned with the know-
ledge and the application of anato_,, phJsiology, microbiology, 
phJsios and ohemistrr. The first seventy•five items test know-
ledge and the last seventy-five items test application ot this 
knowledge to nursing situations. However, " ••• while items were 
designed to test application of science information, it cannot 
always be said with oertaint;y :that knowing the correct answer 
to a nursing problem involves that knowledge. The examinee may 
, have acquired the correct response by experience without having 
reasoned through the science applicat1on.h 23 Thirty-three pairs 
of items test information from anatomy and physiology; seventeen 
pairs test information from microbiology; and eight pairs test 
information fram physics. 
The Netur~ Sqtenoas in Nure1ns Test yields a knowledge 
score, an application score and a total test score. "The test 
i.s useful in appraising those educational experiences in the 
basic nursing curriculum related to the physical and biological 
sciences. «24 
, Procyremtn$ 91,. pa ta 
The writer visited five hospital schools of nursing in 
Boston and New Bedford to administer the National League for 
Nursing Natural Sq!epoes tn Nursing Test. Each administration 
of the test required from one half to two hours. 
Before taking the test, the instructors were requested 
to give educational data which included academic degrees and 
scientific courses taken beyond their basic nursing requirement. 
The instructors then completed the test. 
Each test was then coded to indicate academic degrees 
and scientific courses taken by instructors. This was done so 
that the writer could identify the academic preparation of the 
, participants. After procurement and coding of the data, a list 
23 
Fl11iter, Hessel H., "Achievement Test in the Natural Sciences 
in Nursing," NQi£SiY Qatloglt, July 1959, P• 413 • 
. 24 
Flitter, Hessel H., 9R• oit., P• 413. 
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was made of the number of instructors with different levels of 
academic background and various scientific courses. 
The answer sheets were reviewed and oheoked for proper 
code number and identification data. Subsequently, the sheets 
were sent to the National League for Nursing to be machine 
corrected. Scores from the knowledge section, application sec-
tion and total test were received. 
Oomparisons were made between the scores o! instructors 
with different academic backgrounds. The norms achieved by the 
instructors on the National League for Nursing Natural Sp1enops 
' in lyr11n1 Test were compared With the students• norms establis~ 
ed by the National League for Nursing. Statistical inferences 
were then drawn from the data. 
-13-
CHAPTER IV 
:Presentation and DJ,eoussa.stl .2£ Data 
Thirty-five clinical instructors volunteered to parti-
cipate in this study. As presented in Table 1, the instructors' 
preparation varied from education 1n a three-year school of 
nursing to a master's degree. Twenty-seven instructors had a 
bachelor's degree, six instructors had a master's degree and 
two instructors had no academic degree. 
The science courses which were taken by the thirty-five 
instructors are listed in Table 2. The total number of science 
courses taken in colleges by all of the members of this sample 
was forty-nine. Microbiology was the course taken by the large~ 
number of instructors. The instructors with master's degrees 
had taken approximately twice as many scientific courses as the 
instructors with bachelor's degrees. 
The National League for Nursing Natsrt* Soienggs 4a 
NMI@iBS Teg} yielded three scores for each test; a total score, 
a knowledge score, and an application score. The total test 
scores achieved by the thirty-five clinical instructors were 
arranged according to rank order 1n Table 3. The measures of 
central tendency which were camputed for this group of scores 
included the mean, median and mode. As shown 1n Table 4, the 
median of the total test scores was 84 and the mode was 76. 
The mean for the instructors' sample ot total test scores was 
87.0 and the standard deviation was 14.2. The range for the 
instructors' total test scores was 66 to ll7. 
TABLE 1 
ACADEMIC PREPARATION OF THIRTY-FIVE 
CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS 
Academic Preparation 
Clinical Instructors 
Number 
RN • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Bachelor's Degree ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Master's Degree •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Total • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
TABLE 2 
SCIENCE COURSES TAKEN IN COLLEGE BY 
THIRTY-FIVE CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS 
Academic Degrees 
Master's Courses tne Baccalaureate 
=2 1=27 N:::6 
Microbiology o 9 4 
Biology 0 10 2 
Physiology 0 6 4 
Physics 0 4 2 
Anatomy 0 2 1 
Chemistry 0 3 2 
Totals o 15 
2 
27 
6 
35 
Totals 
N:::35 
13 
12 
10 
6 
3 
5 
49 
' 
TABLE 3 
RANK ORDER OF TOTAL TEST SCORES RECEIVED BY 
THIRTY-FIVE CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS IN THE 
NATUMT: SCilJ!CES IN mJRSING TEST 
117 
116 
115 
107 
106 
1o4 
104 
97 
97 
96 
95 
95 
92 
89 
87 
86 
85 
84 
TABLE 4 
84 
83 
82 
81 
77 
77 
76 
76 
76 
75 
75 
74 
72 
68 
67 
66 
66 
NOW~S RECEIVED BY THIRTY-FIVE CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS 
IN THE IA$!lW SOlJNQES IN IJlRS~NG TES:f 
Standard 
Test Section !4ean He dian I4o~e Deviation Range 
v' 
--
' 
;JCnov1edge 45.6 45 50 7.5 33-63 
i' 
'.A.pp11cat1on 41.1 41 39 8.1 23-60 
i\Total Test 87.0 84 76 14.2 66-117 
' 
The instructors• distribution of total test scores, when 
compared with a normal distribution of scores by using the in• 
struotors' mean, median and mode, was not symmetrical. In a 
perfectly symmetrical distribution of scores, the mean, median 
and mode are the same. The skewness of a distribution is posi-
tive if the median or mode is to the left of the mean on a norms.t 
ourve. 25 In the distribution ot total test scores received by 
the clinical instructors, the median and mode are to the left of 
the instructors' mean. The skewness 1n the distribution of the 
total test scores is therefore positive. If the instructors had 
a normal distribution, they would have a greater number of total 
test scores above the instructors mean than there were 1n this 
sample. 
The total test scores achieved by the twenty-seven in-
structors with baccalaureate degrees were arranged accord~.g to 
rank order in Table 5. The measures of central tendency were 
computed for this group and are shown 1n Table 6. The mean of 
the total test scores achieved by the twenty-seven instructors 
with baccalaureate degrees was 85.4 and the median was 84. The 
standard deviation was 13.5 and the scores ranged from 66 to 117. 
The total test scores achieved by the six instructors 
with master's degrees j,_re arranged according to rank order in 
Table 7. The mean for this group of scores was 98.1 and the 
standard deviation was 15.0. The total test scores achieved by 
Freund, John ]l., Modern El~~entarz Statistics, .R. 101, 1952. 
-17-
TABLE 5 
RANK ORDER OF TOTAL TEST SOORES ACHIEVED BY TWENTY·SEVEN 
Il!lSTRUOTORS WITH BAOOA.LAUREATE DEGREES IN THE 
U!JlR.\tr . SQIEJOE il IPJlSlJG TEST 
117 
107 
106 
104 
97 
97 
96 
95 
95 
89 
87 
86 
84 
84 
TABLE 6 
83 
82 
81 
77 
76 
76 
75 
74 
72 
68 
67 
66 
66 
NORMS ACHIEVED BY TWENTY-SEVIN INSTROOTORS WITH 
BAOOA.LAUREATE DEGREES AFTER TAKING THE 
l~tYI.Nr, §QlmfO,IS Pi IJ!i§II(i TES'l' 
5-ta:rutard 
treat Section Mean Median Deviation Range 
Knowledge 45.3 45 1.0 33-63 
Application 40.1 41 a.o 23-57 
Total Test 85.4 84 13.3 66-117 
1: 
TABLE 7 
RANK ORDER OF TEST SCORES ACHIEVED BY SIX INSTRUCTORS 
WITH MASTBR'S DEGREES IN THE 
IAfURAL §QI!Ii!S IN IYB§INg 
Section of fest 
Knowledge Application Total Test 
Score Score So ore 
61 60 116 
56 54 115 
54 50 104 
46 46 92 
45 40 85 
40 37 77 
-19• 
the two instructors without academic degrees are shown 1n Table 
8. Since there were only two instructors 1n this group, the 
. measures of central tendency and the standard deviation were 
· not computed. 
The application test scores achieved by the thirty-five 
clinical instructors were arranged according to rank order in 
Table 9. The measures ot central tendencr which were computed 
for this group of scores included the mean, median and mode" 
These are shown 1n Table 4. The mean of the instructors' ap-
plication test scores was 41.1. The median for this group of 
scores was 41; the mode was 39; and the standard deviation was 
8.1. The range for the application test scores achieved by the 
thirtr•five instructors was trom 23 to 60. 
The distribution of application test scores when com-
. pared with a normal distribution of scores by using the 1nstruc• 
tors' mean, median and mode, was not 81JDllletr1cal. The median 
and mode are to the left ot the instructors' mean on a normal 
curve and the skewness of the distribution is positive. This 
seems to indicate that there would have been: a greater number ot 
application test scores above the instructors' mea:o.w if the 
scores ot the instructor group were normally distributed. 
The application test scores achieved by the twenty-seven 
instructors with baccalaureate degrees were arranged according 
to rank order 1n Table 10. The measures of central tendency 
are shown 1n Table 6. The mean tor the application test scores 
r achieved by the twent,--seven instructors with baccalaureate 
TABLE 8 
TEST SCORES ACHIEVED BY TVO IISTRUOTORS 
WITHOUT A.OADEMIO DEGREES IN THE 
NA:tYMl< §Q:ti!QIS I1i !JVR§UfG Al§f 
,:Knowledge Score 
Section of Test 
A.ppl1oat1on 
Score 
Total Test Score 
"" ~· -,_~c~•-<-jl, 
. . ·~ 
37 
36 
-21-
:59 
39 
76 
75 
TABLE 9 
RANK ORDER OF APPLIOATIOR TEST SCORES RECEIVED 
BY THIRfi•FIVE CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS IN THE 
UNJAI: SOIPQI§ ,, UD!IG tEST 
60 
57 
54 
54 
50 
50 
50 
49 
49 
46 
45 
45 
44 
43 
42 
42 
42 
41 
40 
39 
39 
39 
39 
38 
37 
36 
34 
33 
33 
33 
32 
31 
31 
29 
23 
TABLE 10 
RANK ORDER OF APPLIOAflOB !EST SCORES 
ACHIEVED BY TWENTY-SEVEN INSTRUCTORS 
WITH B.A.OOAL.A.UR:UTE DEGREES Dr THE 
BtuML §9IRQII Ilf wymg tESf 
57 
54 
50 
50 
49 
49 
45 
45 
44 
43 
42 
42 
42 
41 
---- '·-~- '" ,_., 
,, •••• -,~~···· -""-'-·~-~----~-·-. •""'<• _ .. _, -=-=..-~;.;:;~:;;;~-~---·-·::.;;:-,_:-·:~:._:,. 
degrees was 40.1. The median was 41 and the mode was 42. The 
standard deviation 1-ras 8.0. The range for the application test 
scores achieved by the twenty-seven instructors with baccalaure-
ate degrees was 23 to 57. 
The application test scores achieved by the six instruc-
tors with master's degrees were arranged according to rank order 
1n Table 7. The mean for this group of scores was 47.8 and the 
standard deviation was 7.8. The application test scores achieved 
by the two instructors without academic degrees are shown in 
Table 8. Norms were not computed for this group of scores be-
cause of its size. 
The knowledge test scores of the thirty-five clinical 
instructors were arranged according to rank order in Table 11. 
The mean for this group of scores was 45.6; the median was 45; 
and the mode was 50. The standard deviation for the knowledge 
test scores received by the thirty-five instructors was 7.5. 
The range was from 33 to 63. 
In the instructors' distribution of scores from the know• 
ledge section of the test, the mean of the instructors• scores 
was between the median and the mode, the mode being to the right 
of the mean. This d~ribution of scores was negatively skewed. 
This apparently indicated that the instructors tested for this 
study had more scores located above the mean than a normally 
distributed group of instructors would ordinarily have above the 
mean. 
The knowledge test scores achieved by the twenty-seven 
TABLE 11 
RANK ORDER Of DOWLEDGE TEST SCORES 
ACHIEVED BY TBIRfY·liVE OLINIOAL 
INSTRUOTORS IN THE 
63 
61 
56 
56 
54 
54 
54 
50 
50 
50 
50 
48 
48 
46 
46 
46 
45 
Jt*iVJixiS:!il!s 
45 
45 
43 
43 
42 
42 
41 
40 
40 
40 
39 
37 
37 
36 
36 
33 
, .. .-. ·~ . ' ' -~~- ~ 
-, ·-·-~·"=-·· .~·=.,..•-~.-............._'><->=>_"r"""~- ~-
instructors with baccalaureate degrees were arranged according 
to rank order in Table 12. The mean for this group of scores 
was 45.3 and the median was 45. The standard deviation for the 
knowledge test scores achieved by the twenty-seven instructors 
with baccalaureate degrees was 7.0. The range for this group 
of scores was from 33 to 63. 
The knowledge test scores achieved by the six instructors 
with mastetB degrees were arranged according to rank order in 
Table 7. The mean for this group of scores was 50.3 and the 
standard deviation was 7.2. The knowledge test scores achieved 
by the two instructors without academic degrees are shown in 
Table 8. Norms were not computed for this group because of its 
size. 
The means achieved by the instructors with different 
academic degrees were compared to determine the instructor 
group with the highest mean. As shown in Table 13, the six 
clinical instructors with master's degrees obtained the highest 
mean which wa~ 47.8 in the application section of the test, the 
highest mean which was 50.3 1n the knowledge section of the tes~ 
and the highest mean which was 98.1 in the total test. 
The twenty-seven instructors with baccalaureate degrees 
obtained the second highest mean 1n the application section which 
vas 40.1; the second highest mean which was 45.3 in the know-
ledge section of the test; and the second highest mean which was 
85.4 in the total test. 
The two instructors who had no academic degrees had the 
TABLE 12 
RANK ORDER OF KNOWLEDGE TEST SOORES AOHIEVED BY TWENTY-SEVEN 
INSTRUOTORS WITH BAOOALAUREATE DEGREES IN THE 
IAIYIAL SQIJIOI§ t! IUB§*Ii tiSt 
6:; 
56 
54 
54 
50 
50 
50 
50 
11-8 
48 
46 
46 
46 
45 
TJ.BLE 13 
45 
4:; 
43 
42 
42 
41 
40 
40 
39 
37 
36 
36 
33 
MEANS O:P INSTRUOTORS' SOOUS A!D STUDENTS' 
SOORES ACHIEVED II THE ~JAk §QilftOI§ 
;tl ll!R§;tNg L __ 
Aoadem1o Level 
Instructors 
Rl 
Bachelor 
Masters 
All 
2 
:!l 
6 
35 
39.0 
40.1 
47.8 
41.1 
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Mean 
lowest means in comparison with other instructors. The mean 
was 39.0 1n the application sectiOnJ 36.5 1n the knowledge 
section; and 75.7 in the total test. From the data presented• 
the instructors with master's degrees scored higher in the 
knowledge and application sections of ~at laiB&Il §ci~aces 1Q 
il!Kii»S iftgl than those instructors w1 th baooa.laurea te degrees 
-nd those instructors without degrees. 
The means ot the instructors' scores were then compared 
'~th the means of the students' scores which were computed by 
,~ National League tor Nursing. These means are shown 1n Table 
:tl:S. The thirty-five instructors had a mean of 41.1 in the ap• 
plication section o:r the test. The 7,309 students from ao-
'~redited diploma progr.ams had a mean of 34.5. The 396 students 
~trom accredited degree program.e had a mean of 37 .o in the ap-
plication section of the test. .111 students regardless of the 
type of nursing program they attended had a mean of 34.4 in the 
-.pplioation section of the test. 
The data indicate that the thirty-five instructors. had 
a higher mean in the application section of the test than the 
~.132 stud-.nts tested from all types of nursing programs. 
The thirty•five instructors had a mean of 45.6 in the 
tnowledge section of the test; whereas, the students (7,309) 
trom accredited diploma programs had a mean of 41.0. The 396 
atudents trcnn accredited degree programs had a mean of 44.2J and 
the 9 1 132 students had a mean of 40.9. The data indicate that 
.hirty•five instructors te$ted for this study had a higher mean 
1n the knowledge section of the Natu£!1 sq1enc2s in Nurs~ns Tept, 
than the 9,132 students tested by the National League for Nurs-
ing. 
In the total test, the thirty-five instructors had a 
mean of 87.0; whereas, the 396 students tested from accredited 
degree programs had a mean of 81.2. The 7,309 students tested 
from accredited diploma programs had a mean of 75.5 and all 9,1~ 
students regardless of the type of nursing programs they attended 
had a mean of 75.3. The instructors therefore, as the data 
indicate, had a higher mean than all students tested by the 
National League for Nursing with the Jat~r!l Sc1enpes 6P NMfSinS 
Test. 
The t test by w.s. Gosset. 26 who published his researches 
under the pseudonym "student", was used to determine whether the 
differences between the means were eignifieantr The formula for 
the t test is as follows: 
t == i- mVn- 1 
8 
The Student's formula was first applied to test the 
significance of the difference between the instructors• and 
students• means obtained from the knowledge scores. This resul~ 
ed 1n a t of 3.5. This result, according to a Graph o! Student's 
tzr was above the 1 percent level of e1gn1.f1cance. This s1gn1-
J.E. Freund, QP• c.t., P• 169, 1952. 
27 
Moroney, M.J. Facts from Figures, P• 230, 1956. 
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ficance level indicates that in less than one out of 100 cases. 
could the difference between the means from the knowledge scores 
be caused by chance. 
Student's t formula was also applied to the difference 
between the meens o: the students' and instructors' application 
scores. This y1eld~d a t of 4.9. This value of s1gn1fioanoe 
1s above the 1 per cent level of significance and indicates 
that the difference between the means of the students and in-
structors from the knowledge scores vas significant and not 
likely due to chanoe. 
Student's formula for the t test was applied to the 
difference between the means which resulted from the total test 
scores. The t score which resulted from the instructors' and 
students' meann obtained from the total test scores was a t of 
4.7. This value, according to a Graph of Stu~ent's t, is above 
the 1 per cent level of significance. This level indicates 
that in less than one out of 100 cases, could the difference 
between the students' and instructors' means from the total 
test be caused by chance. 
The writer then compared the instructors' distribution 
of total test scores with the students' distribution of total 
test ~cores by using the mean and standard deviation of the 
students' score distribution. In the total teet, the 9,132 
students had a mean of 75.3 and a standard deviation of 14.4. 
These norms are shown in Table 14. The number of instructors 
tested for this study ·:.otaled thirty-five. A. percentage of this 
~ ,, 
:~ 
'i ~ 
I~ ,, 
,, 
II ~ ' i' 
f.l 
r Stand~rd Deviation 14.4 1.1 
M 75 3 :; 
•IGaenls1 norms computed b7 tlie latloni! League tor ilursiiig. ! 
H**The num.ber expected was counted as thirty-six although the number observed was ' 
!.i th1rty-f1 ve. 
1 
,q 
11 ll il 
li II I J 
,, 
~~ 
·: ~ 
total was expected to fall within each standard deviation if the 
instructors' total test score distribution was to be similar to 
the students' total test score distribution. 
First, the number of instructors expected in a group 
of thirty-five on the hypothesis of a normal distribution of 
total test scores was determined. The base line of the normal 
curve was taken to cover six standard deviations from plus 3.00 
standard deviations to minus 3,00 standard deviations. Each 
standard deviation was assigned an interval of 1.00, 
Of the thirty-five total test scores, it was expected 
that 1 total test score (2% x 35), would fall within the range 
ot 104.1 and 118.5 or plus 2,00 and plus 3.00 standard deviations 
above the mean. As shown in Table 14, the observed frequency was 
five scores or tour more than expected, Five or fourteen per 
cent of the total test scores were expected to fall within the 
range of 89.7 and 104.1 (from plus 1.00 to plus 2.00 standard 
deviations above the mean). The observed frequency of to.tal test 
scores within this range was eight total test scores or three ~ 
than expected. Twelve or thirty-four per cent of the total test 
scores were expected to occur within the range of 75.3 and 89.7 
(from the mean to plus 1.00 standard deviations). The observed 
frequency was fourteen total test scores or two more than ex-
pected. These observed frequencies indicated that there ~re 
more total test scores above the mean than would be expected if 
the instructors' distribution of scores was similar to the stu-
dents• distribution of scores. 
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Tvel ve or thirty-tour per oent of the total test scores 
were expected within the range of 60.9 to 75.3 (from mean to 
minus 1.00 standard deviation). The observed frequency was eight 
scores of tour less than expected. Five or fourteen per cent of 
the th1rt;y•:f'1 ve instructors were expected to score w1 thin the 
·range of 60.9 and 46.5 (minus 1.oo and minus 2.00 standard dev1• 
:ations below the mean). None of the scores were observed to 
:occur within this range. Two per cent or one total test score 
,was expected to fall within the range of 46.5 and 32.1 (minus 
·2.00 and minus 3.00 standard deviations). None of the total 
test scores were observed within this range. The data indicate 
that there were less test scores within the range below the mean 
:than would be expected 1f the d1str1 bution of total test scores 
-.e similar to the students • distribution. 
These data indicate that the instructors' distribution 
'of total test scores was not similar to the students' distri-
bution of total test scores. The instructors' distribution of 
. total test scores when compared w1 th the students • distribution 
of total test scores was negatively skewed. The skewness indi-
:oated that the thirty-five instructors tested for this study had 
·~ greater distribution of total te.st scores above the mean and a. 
:lesser dist.r1 bution of total test scores below the mean than the 
•tudents. The data do not support the hypothesis that the mean 
·achieved bi clinical instructors in the Jat:y.ml . §q.ep,oes •a 
~~Nursing Test, prepared by the National League for Nursing• is no 
:higher than that achieved by the student nurses. The instruo• 
•33-
tors' distribution of total teat scores would have been posi-
tively skewed if the hypothesis was valid. The significance, 
lowever of the difference 1n the distribution of total test 
scores could not be determined by the chi square method because 
the sample was too small. 
The number of instructors expected in a group of thirty• 
five on the hypothesis of a normal distribution of knowledge 
scorea was then deter.a1ned. The observed and expected numbers 
Of instructors' knowledge scores were determined by using the 
•tudenta• mean and standard dertations. The mean was 40.9 and 
the standard deviation was 7.7. The base line ot the normal 
curve was taken to cover six standard deViations from three 
etandard d•v1at1ons above the students' mean to three standard 
fieviat1vns below the students' mean. Each standard deviation 
vas alloted an interval of 1.oo. 
Ot the th1rtJ•f1ve knowledge test scores, it was expected 
that one knowledge test score (2% z 35), would fall within plus 
e.oo and plus 3.00 standard deviations above the students' mean 
40.9. As can be observed in Table 15• this included the range 
of 56.3 and 64.0. The observed trequenc1 within this range was 
two or one knowledge teat score more than expected. 
Five (14% z 35) of the knowledge test scores were ex-
pected to fall within plus 1.00 and 2.00 standard deviations 
•bove the students' mean. This included the range of 48.6 and 
$6.3. Nine knowledge scores were observed within this range or 
tour more than expected. Twelve (34% x 35) knowledge test scores 
:.~,.=~c-!~c.o~!._.!xpeoted. betw~e,n ~h!.z~~an -~~~-9) ~'"~~=~~-·-:~-~,~~~~- de!.~!'~t:~~=-, .. _. 
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I 
VI 
\J't 
I 
2.00 to 3.00 
1l 1.00 to 2.00 li .oo to 1.00 
il-1.00 to .oo 
\j-2.00 to-1.00 lr'·oo to -2.oo 
!l 
~ 
~~ 
f.AJ3LE 15 
<mSEBVED .1liD EXPECTED FREQUDOIES OJ' !HE DIS1'RUOTORS' 
DOiLEDGE TEST SCORES BASED Olf STUDDTS' NORMS* 
56.3 to 64.0 2 1 
48.6 to 56.3 14 5 
40.9 to 48.6 34 12 
33.2 to 40.9 34 12 
25.5 to 33.2 14 5 
17.8 to 25.5 
-m ...,t •• Totals 
Standard Deviation 7.7 
40.9 
-"·-· - ---~---• .. - -- -----------•------
r-1 
:~ 
2 
9 
14 
9 
1 , 
i: 
,' 
above the students' mean (48.6). Fourteen knowledge test scores 
were observed within the range of 40.9 and 48.6 or two more 
knowledge test sooree than expected. 
Thus far, the data do not support the hypothesis because 
the instructors have a greater distribution of knowledge test 
scores above the students• mean thanwould be expected if the 
hypothesis was valid. 
twelve (34% x 35) knowledge test scores were expected 
bet~en the mean and one standard deviation below the students' 
mean or within the range of 33.2 and 40.9. Nine scores were 
observed within this range or three less than expected. Five 
(14% x 35) knowledge test scores were expected within minus one 
standard deviations and minus two standard deviations below the 
atudentsr mean or w1 thin the range of 25.5 end. 33.2 One was 
Observed or four less than expected. One knowledge test score 
(2% x 35) was expected within. minus two to minus three standard 
deviations or within the range of 17.8 and 25.5. The instructors 
had no knowledge scores wi tnin this range .. 
The data indicate that the instructors' distribution of 
knowledge test scores was not similar to the students' distri• 
bution of knowledge test scores. The instruotors' distribution 
of knowledge test scores when compared with the students' dis-
tribution by using the students' mean and standard deviation was 
negatively skewed. The skewness indicates that the thirty-five 
instructors that were tested to~ this study have a greateT dis• 
tr1but1on of scores above the students• mean than the students. 
The significance of the skewness could not be determined by the 
chi square test because of the small size of the sample group. 
However the data do not support the hypothesis of this study. 
The writer than compared the instructors' distribution 
of application test scores with the s~udents' distribution of 
application test scores by using the mean and standard deviation 
of the students' application teat scores. The students• mean 
was 34.4 and their standard deviation was 7.9. These norms were 
computed by the National League for Nursing. 
The number of instructors expected in a group of thirty-
five on the hypothesis of a normal distribution of application 
test scores was first determined. The base line of the normal 
curve was taken to cover six standard deviations from plus 3.00 
standard deviations to minus 3.00 standard deviations, :F.'ach 
standard deviation was alloted an interval of 1.00. The number 
of instructors totaled thirty-five and a percentage of this total 
was expected to fall within each standard deviation if the instruc-
tors' application test score distribution was to be similar to 
the student teet score distribution. 
Ot the thirty-five application test scores, it was ex-
pected that one application test score, {2% x 35) 1 would fall 
within the range of 50.2 and 58.1 or plus 2.00 and plus 3.00 
· standard deviations. As shown 1n Table 1.6, there was one score 
above this range and three scores W1 thin this range, This makes 
. a difference of two more scores than expected within this range. 
live or fourteen per cent of the application test scores were 
expected to occur within the range of 42.3 and 50.2 (plus 1.00 
to plus 2.00 standard deviations). Ten application test scores 
oocured within this range or five more than expected. ThirtT-
four per cent or twelve of the application test scores were 
expected to occur within the range of 34.4 and 42.3 (mean and 
plus one standard deviation). Twelve application soorea were 
observed. 
As shown in Table 16, thirtT•:tour per cent or twelve 
application test scores were expected to fall within 34.4 and 
26.5 (mean and •1.00 standard deviation). Eight application 
test scores 'W$re observed within this category or four less than 
expected. Five or fourteen per cent of the application test 
scores were expeote4 to ooour within the range ot 26.5 and 18.6 
(•1.00 and •2.00). There was one observed score within this 
range or four less than expected. One application test score 
was expected within the range ot 10.7 and 18.6 (-2.00 and •3.00). 
Jo scores were observed within this range. 
The data indicate that the instructors' distribution of 
application test scores was not simiJarto the students' distribu• 
tion of a.ppl1oation test scores. The 1netruotors' distributionot 
"pplica.t1on test scores when compared with the students' distri-
bution of application test scores is negativel7 skewed. This 
ekewness indicate that the thirt7-f1ve instruotors tested for this 
ftudy have a higher distribution of soores above the students• 
~ean than the students. The significance of the skWw.ness could 
•ot be determined b7 the obi square test because of the size 
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Above 3.00 
2.00 to 3.00 
1.00 to 2.00 
.oo to 1.00 
1.00 to .oo 
2.00 to-1.00 
3.00 to-2.00 
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fABLE 16 
OBSERVED-AID EXPECTED FREQUEBOIES ON IRSTRUO!ORS' 
APPLIOA!IOlf TEST SCORES BASED 0:1 S!UDD!S' NORMS* 
Score Ringe 
0 0 
.50.2 to 58.1 2 1 
42.3 to 50.2 14 5 3'\.4 to 42.3 · 34 12 
26.5 to 34.4 34 12 
18.6 to 26.5 14 5 
10.7 to 18.6 2 ~~ !o'tal.s iOO 
1 
3 
10 
12 
8 
1 
~ 
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of the distribution of instructor scores. However, the data 
do not support the b1Pothes1s. 
As previous11 stated, each instructor received a raw 
score in the knowledge section ot the test, 1n the application 
section of the test and 1n the total teat. The National League 
for Nursing also provided three percentile scores for each of 
these raw scores achieved in the Ill~ §CtiR9'1 tp Nyrptps 
llll• The first percentile score tor each of the raw scores 
indicated the instructors' percentile score in comparison With 
the group of scores achieved by students from accredited diploma 
programs. A second percentile score indicated the percentile 
of the instructors' raw score 1n comparison with the group of 
scores achieved b7 396 students from accredited degree programs. 
The.se students were tested w1 th the l•tux:IJ. §c~sgeg 1A Jursias 
.11.11 b;y their respective schools of nursing and the data was 
computed by the National League for lura1ng. The third per-
centile score indicated the percentile ot the instructors' scores 
in comparison with the scores achieved by the group ot students 
tested b7 their respective sohools from all types o:t nursing 
;programs. The total number of students tested amounted to 91 132. 
fheir no%'1ls were computed by the National League :tor Nursing. 
The percentile scores of the thirty-five instructors 
indicate that twent,;r•five of the thirt,y-five instructors or aP-
prox1m.atel;r·7l per cent, scored above the fiftieth percentile 
:b. the knowledge sections ot the test when o<lmpared with the 
.r 
17,309 atudents from accredited diploma programs and the 9,132 
students tested by the National League for Nursing regardless of 
tnel type o:t nursing program. .A.s shown in Table 17 • twenty of 
the thirty.fi ve instructors or 57 per cent scored above the 
fi:ttieth percentile when compared w1 th the 396 students from 
acoredi ted degree programs. 
Ten of the th1rtJ-f1 ve instructors or twenty-...nine per 
oent scored below the fiftieth percentile when compared w1 th 
7, 309 students tested by their respeoti ve schools :f.'rOlll aoored1 ted 
4iploma programs and the 9 1 132 students tested by their respec-
~ive schools regardless of the type of nursing program they 
~ ttended. Fifteen of the th1rt7-1'i ve instructors or :f'orty•three 
per eent scored belak the fiftieth percentile When compared with 
the 396 students from accredited degree progr.ams as far as the 
knowledge. section of the test was concerned. 
The percentile scores achieved by the th1.rty-f1 ve 1n-
1nstruotors in comparison with the three different groups of 
•tudents from schools of nursing are shown in Table 17. In the 
,kl,ppl1oation section of the test, t1f911ty-e1x of the thirty-five 
~nstructors or 74 per cent scored in the fiftieth percentile 
~r a. bove when compared w1 th the 7.309 students from aocredi ted 
diplcnna programs and vi'th the 9,132 students from all types of 
~ursing programs. This indicates that more instructors tested 
tor this study, scored in the fiftieth percentile or above than 
)"ould be expected if the hypothesis was valid. 
Twent7•f'i ve of the thirty-five instructors or 71 per 
ibent scored in the fiftieth percentile or above when compared 
., 
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!.lBLB 17 
:PBRCD!ILE SCORES AORIElD Bt fiiiJlft•PlVI DS!"lWOfOltS D 
OOMPARISOB Vl~ll !BBD GROUPS OJ' S!UDEI'!S ttBSDD 
BY !HEIR IISPBOfiVB SCROQLS OP KORSIVG 
feet Seot1oaa 
Xnowle4ge App11oat1on !otal !eat 
JJ.l• D1pl_.** Degree*** .Al.l* D1pl•_.. Degree**• All* D1plosa** Degn~e*** 
o~ nurs1Dg aob.ool "the7 •"~"V¥• 
7 
4 
2 
~ 
2 ' 
5 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 
6 
2 
5 
1 
7, 309 a'tuden\a tested v1 th the ll&rf.i IOiiAPII &a lliDDI t•l$ from accred1 ted 
41pl011& aehoole of aurs1Jls. 
396 students tested b7 their reapeet1ve schools wh1ch were aocred1te4 degree 
prograas. 
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nth the 396 students tested from accredited degree programs. 
Of the th1rtr-t1ve instructors, 9 or 26 per cent scored below 
the fiftieth percentile 1n the application section of the test 
when compared vi th two groups of students. The groups include 
the 7t309 students from accredited diploma programs and the 
91132 students tested regardless of the type of nursing program 
they attended. The data indicate that there were fever in• 
structors who scored below the fiftieth percentile than there 
would be if the instructors scored lower than the students. 
Ten of the th1rtr•f1ve instructors or 29 per cent scored below 
the fiftieth percentile when compared with the 396 students 
tested b7 their respective accredited degree nursing programs. 
fhe data also show that there were fewer instructors who scored 
below the fiftieth percentile than students. 
The percentile scores of the thirty-five instructors 
which resulted from the total section of the test are preseDad 
1n !able 20. In the total section of the test, twenty-nine of 
the th1rty•five instructors or 83 per cent scored 1n the fif-
tieth peroentUe or above when compared with the students from 
accredited diploma programs and the 9,132 students from all 
nursing programs. fwentr-two of the thirty-five instructors 
tested or 63 per cent scored 1n the fiftieth percentile or 
above when compared with the 396 students .from accredited degree 
programs. !he data indicate that more instructors scored above 
the fiftieth percentile than students. 
Sl% of the thirtr•tive or 17 percent of the instructors 
scored belov the fiftieth percentile when compared with the 
7 t309 students from aooredi ted diploma nursing programs and the 
9 t 132 stud.ents from all types of nursing programs. Al.so in the 
total test, thirteen of the thirty-five instructors or 37 per 
oent scored below the fiftieth percentUe when compared w1 th 
the 396 students from accredited nursing programs. The data 
indicate that there were fewer instructors who scored below the 
fiftieth percentile than would be expected if the instructors 
aChieved lower scores than the students. 
The percentile scores of the three groups of instructors 
were then noted. The three groups of instructors included the 
·twenty-seven instructors w1 th bachelor's degrees J the six in-
,struotors w1 th master • s degrees and the two instructors w1 th-
out academic degrees. ~e number of instructors who scored 
•bove and below the fiftieth peroent11e can be noted from Table 
18. 
In the total test • twentr-one of the twenty-seven in• 
structors with baohelor's degrees or 78 per cent scored in the 
;fiftieth percentile or above when compared with the 7,309 stu-
dents from accredited diploma programs and the 9.132 students 
:tram all types of programs. Seventeen ot the twentr•seven or 
approximately sixty-three percent scored in the fiftieth per-
centile or above when compared \d. th the 396 students tested by 
their respective accredited degree programs 1n nursing. The 
:data indicate that a greater number of instructors scored 
higher than the studentsJ therefore, they do not support the 
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!.A.BLE 18 
PEROEBfiLE SOORES AOBIEVED BY fWEN!Y-SEVEI OLINIOAL 
IIS!RUO!ORS WI!R BAOBELOR1 S DEGREES II OOMPARISON 
WI!H THE THREE GROUPS OF S!UDJITS TESTED BY 
!HEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS 
;l 
'•' 
' 
•· 
( 
~ ' 
_______ , ___ -------.... 
I 
Test Sections 
Knowledge Appl1ca1i1on Total feat t::entUe I e .AJ.l* I• Diploma** Degree*** All* Diploma** Degree*** All* Diploma** Degree*** ,, 
•! 
lt!~g; 
0.79 
D-69 
2 
5 
3 
-4 
3 
1 
1 
5 
2 
-
Students -tested ~l)ymthelr respect!Ve~sehools Ofnursing rega: 
i type of' nursing program. 
l 5 
5 0 
2 3 
a 
-
.... 
~*The 7,309 students tested by their respective accredited diploma nursing programs. 
!t"**The 396 students tested by their respective accredited degree nurs'Jing programs. 
' H 
ii 
f ~ 
hTJ>otheeis. 
Six ot the twenty-seven instructors in the total test, 
or approxtaately twenty-two per cent scored below the fiftieth 
percentile when compared with the students from accredited 
diploma and all types of nursing programs. Ten of the twenty• 
seven instructors or 37 per cent soored below the fiftieth 
percentile when compared with the 396 students who were tested 
by their respective accredited degree programs. The data in-
dicate that there was a smaller distribution of total test 
scores below the fiftieth percentile than would be expected it 
the instructors achieved lower scores than the students. 
In the knowledge eection of the test, twenty ot the 
tvenv-eeven instructors w1 th bachelor's degrees or 74 per 
cent scored 1n the fiftieth percentile or above when compared 
with the students tested from accredited diploma programs and 
all types of programs. Of the twentJ•Seven instructors with 
bachelor's degrees, fifteen or approximately 56 per cent 
scored above the fiftieth percentile when compared with the 
students tested from accredited degree nursing programs. Seven 
of the twenty-seven or 26 per cent of the instructors scored 
below the fiftieth percentile when compared with the 7,309 
students trom accredited diploma programs and the 9tl32 student• 
from all types of nuraing programs. AJ.ao 1n the knowledge 
seoUDn of the teat, twelve ot the twenty-seven instructors 
with bachelorfs degrees or appr~x1matel7 44 per cent scored 
below the fiftieth percentile when compared with the 396 
students from accredited degree nursing programs. The data in• 
dioate that the instructors had a slightly greater score dis• 
tribution above the f.11't1eth peroen:til.e than the students and 
therefore do not support the hypothesis. 
In the application section of the test, eighteen of the 
Ltnstru.otors with bachelor's degreeJ.J scored above the fiftieth 
percentile when compared with the students tested from accredit-
ed diploma programs and from all types of nursing programs. 
~evantten of these instructors scored within the fiftieth per-
oentile or above when compared with the students from a cored! ted 
:¢Legree programs. Nine of the twen1ly-seven instructors scored 
below the fiftieth percentile when :compared with both the stu-
.aents from accredited diploma proda,ma and from all types of 
l 
nursing programs. Ten of the tw.n1y-seven instructors scored 
i 
below the fiftieth percentile when;co.mpared with the students 
from aocred1 ted degree programs. ) 
{ 
The six instructors with master's degrees were then 
compared with the three different groupe of students. In the 
application section of the test, all instructors with master's 
•egrees scored above the f1f't1eth percentile when compared w1 th 
•11 three groups of nursing students. 
In the knowledge section of the test. five of the six 
tnstruotors with master's degrees scored abOve the fiftieth per-
~entile when compared with all ~ee groups of students. As 
$hown in Table 19 1 only one instructor out ot six scored below 
.l 
the fiftieth percentile when compared with all three groups of 
• ..(X) 
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fABLE 19 
PEROKITILE SCORES AOBIEVED BY SIX INSTRUCTORS 
WlfH JUSTER'S DEGRDS Dr OOMPJ.RISOB WITH 
THREE GROUPS OF S!UDDTS !BSTED BY THEIR 
USPEOTIVE SO.fiOOLS OF BTJRSIJlG 
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!!Percentile Knowledge Application Total Test :: 
il!ange All* Diploma** Degree*** All* Diploma•• Degree*** .All* Diploma•• Degree** : ll ,, '~0:99 :5 :5 2 4 4 5 :5 3 3 T 
80..89 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 [1 
;0.79 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 tl 
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32 students tested by the1r respect1Ve nurs1ng sonoo~s. ~ercent1~e 
; scores obtained from the National League for Burs1ng. 
li**The 7 • 309 students tested by their respective acoredi ted diploma nursing 
:: schools. PercentUe scores obtained .trom the National League for Nursing. 
,:***The 396 students tested by their respective accredited degree nursing programs. 
· PercentUe scores obtained from :National Leagu.e 1>r Nursing. 
_:J 
l) 
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students. 
As shown in Table 19, all six instructors scored above 
the fiftieth percentile when compared with two groups of student& 
these were the students from accredited diploma programs and 
from all tJPe& of nursing programs. P1 ve of the six instructors 
scored above the fiftieth percentile when compared with the stu-
dents from accredited degree nursing programs. Only one of the 
six instructors scored below the fiftieth percentile when com-
pared with the students from accredited degree programs. 
Table 20, shows the percentile range within which the 
instructors without academic degrees received scores. ln the 
knowledge section of the test, none ot the instructors without 
,academic decrees scored above the fiftieth percentile when com-
pared with all three groups of students. In the application 
section of tbetest, the two instructors without academic degrees 
acored in the 72nd percentile when compared with the 7,309 stu-
4ents tros accredited diploma programs; 1n the 6lst percentile 
when compared with the 396 students tram accredited degree pro-
aramsJ and in the 73rd percentile when compared with the 9,132 
lltudents tested from all types of nursing programs. 
In the total test the two 1natructors without academic 
degrees scored above the fiftieth percentile when compared with 
the students from accredited diploma programs and with students 
trom all types of nursing programs. The two instructors when 
pompared w1 th the students from accredited degree nursing pro-
sraae, scored below the fiftieth percentile. Table 20, shows 
• \J1 
? 
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'I j, TABLE 20 r ~~ PBROD1'ILE SCORES AOHIEVED BY TWO DS!RUOTORS WITHOUT 
II ACADEMIC DEGUES IB OOMP.ARISOB VI!H THREE GROUPS il OF STUDEI!S TESTED BY !HEIR RESPECTIVE 
I! SCHOOLS OF liURSDG 
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1:------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ . ~~ Test Sections ;; 
i! Percentile ltnow1edge Application total fest li Range All* Diploma** Degree*** A:Ll* Diploma** Degree*** Al.l* Diploma** Degree*** 
li 
1
1 §o-99 - - -- - - - -- - - I' 
18o-89 - - - - - -- - - - ,: I 7o-79 -- -- - 2 2 - - -- -- I, 
•· 60.69 - - - - - 2 -- - -- :: 
! iiJowi [ [ ~ r [ [ t l ~ i1 
-~30-39 1 1 - - - - -- -- 2 i' 
120-29 1 1 -- - - - -- -- -- . 
:j l<>-19 - - 2 -- - - -- -- -
·; o-
::. 2 
--- s es bJ · e r respect ve s ools o nurs g. 
scores calculated bJ the National League for Nursing. 
students tested by their respective accredited diploma schools of I~ **7,309 
: ~ 
'· 
<) 
l 
ii p 
;,~ 
nursing. Percentile scores calculated by the National League for Nursing. 
***The 396 students tested by their respective accredited degree schools of nursing. 
Percentile scores calculated by the National League for Nursing. 
~;:: 
the percentile score achievements of the tvo instructors with-
out academic degrees. 
With relation to the th1rt.T•f1ve clinical instructors 
•no participated in this stud7, the following inferences were 
iSUJIUiarize4 from the data presented& 
l.. 
2. 
4. 
6. 
!he six instructors with master's degrees had. twice as 
manr ecience courses as the tvent7•eeven instructors with 
bachelor's degrees. 
As determined by the If~ So1etot' ~ Uursl&i fest, the 
six cl1n1cal instructor~ aa~er 1 egreei:Sid a higher 
mean 1n the knowledge eeot1on, the application section and 
the total National League tor lfursing 'a~r~ Sg1f~!CJ! 1n 
!:flit: tf=~ru~r!h~~!::t;::::::ov~:~r::::e!or~egrees 
J.a determined b7 the ltt»t!l sl~ec'fdn qrflafaitll• the tweat7•seven inatruotor~este ~rs i:u 1 ~ a higher 
mean than the two instructors w1 thout academic degrees 1n · 
the application section, the knov1e4ae eeotion and the 
to~ Blturll IR~II''' 1Q IJli'P' !eat~ 
As deterslned b~ the Na~ scfpnqlfr1n ~~~ Test, the 
th1rtr•f1ve 1nstructors~el ora .~,~~ a higher 
mean 1n the knowledge aect1on, the application section and 
the total Ja~ Sgi!ff'f la "JI'PS f::t than the 9,132 
etu4eats teste roa ypes o nurs programs. These 
students were tested b7 their reepect1Te schools ot nursing 
and the data waa obtained tr011 the Batlonal League tor 
lfurs1ns. 
As determined bf the ll!ut!l Sp&!ji•! &n Jut•~~~Tt•i• the 
396 students trom. collegiate nuril prosrams aigher 
mean in the knowledge section, the application section, and 
the total Ia$»~ sfifBI'J :f liEI&IIr!'l$ than the 7,309 
students .from aocre*elp oaa nurs g programs. 
As determined b7 the ete Sc1-ees y brftBt itf$• the 
th1rty•t1ve clinical ~tors Ch verees eor this 
stud7 had a greater distribution ot aeores above the mean 
than a group ot instructors would be expected to have it 
their scores were nor.aall7 distributed from the knowledge 
sectiOll teet. 
Aa determined b7 the 1~ i'!IPOfEI~ llf'~Teat, the 
thirtr•t1ve 1natructor~eora stu y~ a lesser 
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distribution of scores above the instructors' mean than 
would be expected of a normal distribution of scores 1n the 
application section of the test. 
As determined by the BttuSl S'1e!!zpes fi Nutstls Teft• the 
thirty-five instructors h aesser a~tri\u~on 0 scores 
above the mean than would be expected o:t no:rmall;y distri• 
buted scores from the total test. 
A.s determined b;y the lt1t:ft Sqpta9tf it! ttf'~ Tff!t, the 
th1rt;r•.t1 ve instru.ctorsu edor!a s1 1 ~it a greater 
distribution of scores above the students' mean in the kno• 
ledge section, the application section, and the total 
lttilf IAt(Af'' a IJ!ifing ~~:t than the 9,132 student• 
teste \y e r respeo ve s oola ot nursing. 
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CHAPTER V 
Thirty-five clinical instructors participated in this 
study and were tested with the ftatUJ:!A Sgiences in NursiQ.g ;est 
prepared by the National League for Nursing. The purpose of 
testing the clinical instructors was to determine whether they 
~ere aware of scientific information and whether or not they 
would achieve a higher mean than the students which were tested 
by their respective schools of nursing. There was a total of 
9,132 students from all types of nursing programs, 7,309 students 
from accredited diploma programs and 396 students from accredited 
degree programs. After being tested by their respective schools 
~f nursing, the scores of these students were tabulated by the 
National League for Nursing and norms were obtained. These norms 
were used 1n this study so that a comparison could be made with 
the instructors• norms. 
Each Natutll Scipnces !Q Nari!PS Ttst yielded three 
scores: a knowledge score, an application score, and a total 
test score. The knowledge section of the test consisted of 
seventy-five questions which tested information on anatomy, 
physiology, microbiology, chemistry and physics. The application 
section of the test also consisted of seventy-five questions 
which tested the application of this information to nursing 
•i tuations. 
The scores from the test were first arranged in rank 
order and measures of central tendeno7 were computed for the 
knowledge scores; for the application scores and for the scores 
:~from the total Nf:lirll. §o1smctp 1n IP.E!!lil Ttll• These data 
were than compared with the norms of the student group which 
were tested by their reSpective schools of nursing. The norms 
of the students' scores were tabulated b7 the National League 
ror Nursing, The t test was done to determine whether the dif• 
terence between the student group means and the instructor group 
aeans in the application section, the knowledge section and the 
total Natu£14 Sgjeaoas 1n JU£14DB tilt could have occurred as a 
result of chance. The difference between the means proved to be 
~ighly significant and above the one per cent level of confidence. 
The instructors' test scores were turther divided accord• 
ing to academic background. The means of these groups were com• 
pared and it was found that the six instructors with master's 
;legrees had the highest mean; the twenty-seven instructors with 
bachelor's degrees had the next to the highest mean and the in-
structors without academic degrees had the lowest mean. 
The instructors' achievement according to percentile 
scores was also taken into consideration and compared with the 
three different groups of students. As a result of this oom-
f&rison it was found that the instructors had a greater distri• 
bution of scores above the fiftieth percentile than would. be 
expected if the hypothesis of this study was valid. It was also 
:found that the instructors had a lesser distribution of scores 
below the fiftieth percentile than would be expected if the 
; students had achieved higher ecores than the instructors. 
I 
The instructors' score distribution from each section 
,of the teat and from the total Natural §o*tnces 6Q Jurs+ng 411l 
::was than. oompared with the students' score distribution which 
was baeed on a normal curve. As a result of this compariaon 
it was found that the instructors had a greater distribution of 
.:scores aboYe the students• mean 1n eve%'7 section of the teat 
,and 1n the total I•Wt* sca.eaa•• 1a lurawa Tt&l· !he 1netruo-
:tors also had a lesser score distribution below the students' 
aean than would be expected 1t the instructors' and the students' 
·•core distributions were similar. 
As a re~t of the data, it was found that the instruct~ 
:achieved a higher mean azul a greater distribution of scores 
-.bove the mean in each section of the latKal §o.ggs in lurs-
ta.AI teart the the studel\ts. 
:Qoaw•a.Ral 
!he data do not support the hJpothesis that the instruc-
tors are unable to achieve a higher mean than the students in 
'the lal»£al Jc1ea;es a h£•1ns :eat which was prepared by the 
lational League tor Burs1ng. The data indicate that the thirty• 
tive instructors tested tor this stud7 aohieved a higher mean 
~~ the application sectionJ in the knowledge section; and in the 
total l•turll §SitiCII 1; IU[sipg tea~ than the 9,132 students 
•hioh were tested b7 their respective schools o~ nursing. 
RecommenQ.a!fioas 
The following recommendations are made in order to help 
evaluate instructor scientific knowledge: 
1. A similar study should be done on a larger scale so 
that the results from the study could be generalized. 
2. A study should be done with the use of a tool which 
would provide scores in each scientific subject. 
This tool should test instructors' rJlowledge of 
anatomy, physiology, chemistry, phyBics and micro-
biology'. The purpose ot auoh a study should be to 
identify the strengths and weaknesses of the instruc• 
tors in the speoific science subjects. 
3. A study should be done which would use observation 
as a method to determine the ability of clinical 
instructors to apply scientific information. 
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